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As founder of Positive On
Purpose, Peggy Pepper is
creating a global community
propelling positivity throughout
the world.
Peggy's belief is that positivity is
not just a nice idea but a
courageous & committed belief
system that can become a way
of life. Positive On Purpose is a
gathering place of like-minded,
like-hearted people equally
determined to propel positivity,
not only for themselves but for
the world.
Peggy has been described as the
female Ted Lasso, winning
people over with her
groundbreaking message of
positivity on purpose.

AWARD-WINNING CREATOR
of companies, including her own: topping revenues
of more than $1 BILLION.
VISIONEERING MENTOR
Creating sustainable positive plans to flourish
beyond life's challenges.
CHEERLEADER/CHAMPION
Seeing the best in people. Identifying strengths &
talents that will take them places.
TED HEAD
Enthusiastic participant in TED conferences & TED
Circle Leader, propelling TED's mission to educate &
enlighten the world.
THRIVING EXPERT
Sharing her lifelong experience & wisdom in
overcoming, and thriving, through unimaginably
difficult times, terrible tragedies, and devastating
disappointments…inspiring the creation of Positive
On Purpose.

suggested topics
REAL Positivity vs. Toxic Positivity
Sometimes Life Sucks:
Thriving Beyond Life's Challenges
3 Simple Things You Can Do Daily to Stay
Positive, No Matter What
How to Choose Better Over Bitter
Training Your Brain: The Science Behind
Positivity
How Positivity Impacts Life Calling

sample questions
Isn’t it naïve to be positive in such a negative
world?
What's the fastest way to snap out of a bad
mood?
How can you be positive about failure?
What life-enhancing benefits are gained from
being positive?
How are positivity & life purpose/calling related?
What does science say about being positive?
What are 3 easy things anyone can do to
kickstart positivity on a daily basis?

the offering
JOIN US. Become part of a global gathering with
like-minded, like-hearted people who believe it's
possible to create a world of positivity, starting in
their own lives. Subscribe at
www.positiveonpurpose.com
KICKSTART YOUR DAY! Join the Instagram
community @Peggy.Pepper for daily inspiring
POPs of Positivity.
FREE DOWNLOAD: Visit
www.positiveonpurpose.com and download a
printable card deck of 32 inspirational quotes.
Reinforcements for creating a positive life.

